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— Social media analytics, a term used to
describe the process of using data and
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technology to better understand the impact of
online communities and social media, is

moving beyond the realm of consumer insight
and market sizing to a new level, enabling
organizations to understand the impact of

their activities on both communities and the
economy. Social media analytics blends

traditional data analytics with social media
monitoring technologies to help companies
find trends and generate insights for their

bottom lines. For example, in 2011, 80 million
tweets were posted worldwide, according to a

report from IBM (Research) and Celent
(research). This volume of activity is growing
rapidly. Social media analytics leverages new

data-oriented methods to analyze social
networks, and how people are responding to
information shared online. Using social media
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analytics, companies gain a better
understanding of audience demographics,
online sentiment, behavioral patterns, and
user interaction. This can help companies

understand how consumers are responding to
branded content and online communities. For
example, a restaurant might use social media

analytics to measure positive sentiment
associated with a new menu item, or negative
sentiment toward their current dish offerings.
A manufacturer might track comment threads

associated with product recalls and other
issues. A financial services organization might

keep an eye on its customer response to
company-related social media mentions. An
organization’s efforts to measure the impact

of its social media activities in a community is
one of the more engaging ways to engage
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consumers on social networks. Companies
can also use social media analytics to monitor
the activity of a specific audience member. By

observing their social media activity,
organizations can gain a better understanding

of how
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I need to populate an array with the results
from a query on the above table. I'm

struggling to find out how to turn the results
of my query into a 2D array or array of arrays,

I have got this far; $query =
mysql_query("SELECT title, bookpage FROM

reading ORDER BY rand()"); while ($r =
mysql_fetch_array($query, MYSQL_ASSOC)) {
echo ""; echo $r['title']. $r['bookpage']; echo

""; } which produces a list of results. The
results look like this, ABC XYZ 110 DEF 123
GHI 134 JKL 543 I need to turn this into 2D

array so that I can find the shortest route to
get from one title to the next, I think it may

have to be a "nested loop" in PHP. Example 1
Given these results, Title Bookpage ABC 10
DEF 12 GHI 13 Route: ABC -> DEF Expected
result: 4 Current result: 2 Example 2 Given
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these results, Title Bookpage ABC 11 ABC 10
DEF 12 GHI 13 JKL 543 Route: ABC -> DEF

DEF -> GHI Expected result: 2 Current result:
2 What I'm trying to achieve is the length of
the shortest route from one title to the next.
A: I would do it like this, see "brute force" ;-)

$query = mysql_query("SELECT title,
bookpage FROM reading ORDER BY rand()");

$result = array(); while ($r =
mysql_fetch_array($query, MYSQL_ASSOC)) {

$result[] = array('title' => $r['title'],
'bookpage' => $r['bookpage']); } $min = 0;

$min_length = 0; foreach($result as $r)
if($min
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